Supplementary figure 4 | Peak amplitudes of subthreshold postsynaptic depolarisations recorded in BN in response to ANpre spikes during the experiment reported in figure 2. Postsynaptic potentials amplitudes were changing in accordance with MR1 plasticity phases (none, LTP, none, LTD). Supplementary figure 5: repetition of the experiment shown in Figures 2 and 3. (a) ANpre activity pattern. (b) ANpre to BN plasticity evolution (memristor MR1). (c) BN firing. (d) BN to ANpost plasticity evolution (memristor MR2). (e) ANPpost activity pattern. Differences in firing rates with respect to the experiment of figures 2 and 3 are due to different initial synaptors weights, their evolutions and BN responses. However, the overall response remained qualitatively the same, proving both reliability and flexibility of the system to complex dynamics.
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